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INTERCITY TRANSIT 
CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 
October 20, 2014 

5:30 PM 
 

CALL TO ORDER 
 
I. APPROVE AGENDA           1 min. 
 
II. INTRODUCTIONS            1 min. 

A. Karen Messmer, Intercity Transit Authority Representative 
(Michael Van Gelder)           1 min. 
 

III. MEETING ATTENDANCE           3 min. 
A. November 5, 2014, Regular Meeting (Carl See) 
B. November 19, 2014, Work Session (Leah Bradley) 

 
IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – August 25, 2014        1 min. 

 
V. CONSUMER ISSUES CHECK-IN          3 min. 

(This is to identify what issues you wish to discuss later on the  
agenda in order to allocate time).   
 

VI. NEW BUSINESS 
A. UPDATING THE REGIONAL COORDINATED PUBLIC 

TRANSIT AND HUMAN SERVICES TRANSPORTATION  
PLAN FOR THURSTON REGION AND CHANGES TO RURAL & 
TRIBAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM (RT) (Karen Parkhurst)     15 min. 

B. DISCOUNTED BUS PASS PROGRAM (Ann Freeman-Manzanares)       5 min. 
C. 2015 DRAFT BUDGET (Ann Freeman-Manzanares/Ben Foreman)     10 min. 
D. STRATEGIC PLAN (Ann Freeman-Manzanares)        90 min. 

 
VII. CONSUMER ISSUES – All           20 min. 

 
VIII. REPORTS 

A. October 5, ITA Regular Meeting (Michael Van Gelder) 
B. General Manager’s Report (Ann Freeman-Manzanares) 

 
IX. NEXT MEETING – November 17, 2014. 

 
X. ADJOURNMENT 
 

Attendance report is attached. 
 

Intercity Transit is committed to ensuring that no person is excluded from participation in, or denied the benefits of 
its transit services on the basis of race, color, or national origin consistent with requirements of Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and Federal Transit Administration guidance in FTA Circular 4702. 
 
For questions regarding Intercity Transit’s Title VI Program, you may contact the agency’s Title VI Officer at 
(360) 705-5885 or bholman@intercitytransit.com. 
 
If you need special accommodations to participate in this meeting, please call us at (360) 705-5857 three days prior 
to the meeting. For TDD users, please use the state’s toll-free relay service, 711 and ask the operator to dial (360) 
705-5857. 

mailto:bholman@intercitytransit.com


Minutes 
INTERCITY TRANSIT 

CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
August 25, 2014 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Chair Van Gelder called the August 25, 2014, meeting of the Citizen Advisory 
Committee (CAC) to order at 5:42 p.m. at the administrative offices of Intercity Transit. 
 
Members Present:  Chair Michael Van Gelder; Vice Chair Carl See; Leah Bradley; 
Valerie Elliott; Victor VanderDoes; Sue Pierce; and Julie Hustoft. 
 
Absent:  Dale Vincent; Mitchell Chong; Joan O’Connell; Quinn Johnson; Charles 
Richardson; Kahlil Sibree; and Faith Hagenhofer. 
 
Staff Present:  Ann Freeman-Manzanares; Steve Swan; and Nancy Trail. 
 
Others Present:  Authority member, Debbie Sullivan, Intercity Transit Authority. 
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
It was M/S/A by ELLIOTT and SEE to approve the agenda, with the addition of Carl 
See to the reports section. 
 
INTRODUCTIONS 
 
Van Gelder introduced Authority member, Debbie Sullivan. Sullivan provided some 
background on her experience in public service. 
 
MEETING ATTENDANCE 
 
Meeting attendance was not covered as none of those slated to attend the meetings 
were present. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
It was M/S/A by ELLIOTT and VANDERDOES to approve the minutes of the July 
21, 2014 meeting. 
 
CONSUMER ISSUES CHECK-IN – Issues for discussion later in the meeting include: 
 
• Elliott – Will identify her issues when the consumer issues are discussed. 
 
• See – Security guards at Olympia Transit Center. 
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NEW BUSINESS 

 
A. TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN - (Steve Swan) Swan explained the Transit 

Development Plan (TDP) is a requirement by the State of Washington every year. 
There was a hearing on the plan on August 20, 2014, which concluded a public 
comment period. The TDP was available in several locations and media forms for 
review. The TDP consists of 3 elements: a description of the system from 2013; a 
description of planned changes over the next 5 years; and the capital financing 
elements over the previous year and next 5 years from 2015-2019.  
 
Swan stated the TDP is more of an administrative process. The agency will have a 
more comprehensive Strategic Plan due out later this year. Typically the two 
documents run concurrently, but it is a separate process this year due to the 
deadline for the TDP. We are hopeful the TDP will be adopted by the board on 
September 3, 2014. 
 
Swan provided some basic elements of interest including a breakdown of the 
employees by department and a description of the fixed-route; dial-a-lift; and 
express service. Swan stated the farebox revenue for 2013 recovered 11.6% of the 
agency’s operating costs for local service and 19.5% for express service. There were 
over 4.4M boardings which is down slightly from the previous year. Farebox 
recovery for dial-a-lift was at 2.9% of the operating costs and there were over 150,000 
boardings. We had 218 vanpools last year up from 213 in 2012, and vanpools carried 
an average of 1,550 daily riders. Farebox recovery for vanpool is 100%.  
 
Swan indicated the TDP is financially constrained, meaning it assumes there are no 
additional new monies available with a status quo amount of funding. Over the next 
5 years there are no significant service changes planned. The agency will continue to 
improve bus stops as funds remain available.  
 
Swan explained how fixed route service routes are broken down into 4 different 
routes: trunk routes - those that service the primary corridors in the area on high-
frequency service; secondary service routes are the other routes that reach other 
areas; specialized routes like the DASH and nightline; and the express routes 
between Tacoma and Olympia. Of the 4.4M boardings, 212,000 were on our express 
service. Swan indicated ridership this year is up a bit from 2013.  
 
Swan answered questions: 
 

Elliott – Asked how the 2 year express route pilot project from Tumwater factors 
into the TDP. 

 
Swan - It does affect our number of service hours, and without the grants 
it may be affected. 
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Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated the agency plans to provide for that in the 
financial plan. The legislature has said we are first on the list and they 
plan to put money into that pot. In our long term financials we are looking 
at status quo service, which would include those services. 

 
See – Asked if there was there feedback at the hearing. 

 
Swan – Indicated there was one comment that was emailed, but it did not 
apply to the TDA, and one person commented at the hearing, but it too 
was a general service comment that did not apply to the plan itself.  

 
See –Asked if there are policy statements that drive this plan? 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Stated the Strategic Plan provides how we move 
forward and it did change last year. This resulted in budget funds being 
directed to other projects. We are going through the process again this 
year right now and will have some questions for you this evening in that 
regard.  

 
See – Asked if the information on page 48 was available by region or bus stop or 
are they only available by route? 

 
Swan – Indicated the agency does a more comprehensive analysis at the route 
segment level but for this report it is done at the route level. Trunk routes 
have a higher standard than the secondary routes; etc.  

 
Van Gelder – Stated it might be helpful to see if an action is predetermined by 
some goal or some cross-reference to the Strategic Plan.  

 
Van Gelder – Inquired about stewardship and the reference from 2013 of being 
involved with local jurisdictions. In 2014 the plan references community based 
efforts to improve efficiency, but it doesn’t indicate anymore enhancements or 
intensive efforts to deal with commute trip reduction. Should I assume that is the 
continuation piece there to support CTR in terms of mobility? 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated commute trip reduction is part of our 
mission. It is integral to our mission working with TRPC and other 
agencies that fall under that mandate. 

 
VanderDoes – Inquired if most systems are set up so the routes all go through the 
transit centers? It may be less expensive to have smaller centers. 
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Swan – Stated there are and we do that right now. We have the Capital Mall, 
Tumwater Square and as the area grows our system will hopefully grow with 
it.  

 
See – Indicated there aren’t any trunk routes that go from the Tumwater Center 
out to Yelm and is that viable.  

 
Swan – Stated it may be in the future, as the density increases in those areas, 
but not right now. 

 
Hustoft arrived. 
 
B. CAC RECRUITMENT - (Nancy Trail) Trail stated, as you know a CAC recruitment 

process was held earlier this year in the spring. No new members were selected 
during that process. The Authority asked for an additional recruitment process this 
fall. A proposed timeline for the recruitment is attached for your review and 
comment. 

 
Trail added we are seeking 3 CAC members along with 3 Authority members for an 
ad hoc committee to conduct interviews and make recommendations to the 
Authority. Do we have any volunteers? 
 
Elliott, See and Hustoft volunteered to assist with the recruitment process. Pierce 
agreed to act as an alternate. 
 

C. COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS - (Ann Freeman-Manzanares) Freeman-
Manzanares stated this is an open ended question about what you think Intercity 
Transit should communicate to the community. This is a broad-based presentation 
and can be modified to reach a variety of audiences based on the message we need 
to communicate. 
 
Freeman-Manzanares reviewed the slideshow covering the mission and vision; the 
ITA and CAC; the services Intercity Transit provides; the different facilities we 
operate; and the additional services and programs that support our mission and 
vision. The presentation also highlights recent pertinent projects and 
accomplishments.  
 
Freeman-Manzanares indicated many jurisdictions are looking at transportation 
demand and if they need to do an increase for tabs because they have road 
replacement issues. They are all interested in what we are doing.  
 
Freeman-Manzanares stated there are many questions about how to focus our 
resources. Studies show there are approximately 30k residents going outside the 
county daily, mostly northbound, and issues related to express service. The hybrid 
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versus conventional vehicles issue considering our changes in funding. The Pattison 
facility is over 30 years old and the issues from that. Land use is always an issue for 
us and of course local, state and federal funding, specifically MAP 21 and the 
elimination of funding for bus/facility replacements.  
 
Freeman-Manzanares answered questions: 
 

Elliott – Inquired about the BCC and walk to school programs? 
 

Freeman-Manzanares – We address those as part of Youth Education message. 
 

Pierce – Stated how surprising it is that people don’t know how to read a bus 
schedule, or how it works, the frequency, etc.  

 
Elliott – Stated extending it to bus riding 101 with your bicycle.  

 
Pierce – Spoke about the bike work stand at the OTC. 

 
Bradley – Indicated when she tries to convince youth to ride the bus they always 
say that they are scared and their parents are afraid. It would make sense to 
encourage them to speak about that to the bus drivers. 

 
See – Stated being as sustainable as possible with the resources and packaging 
that as a message would be helpful. 

 
Van Gelder – Suggested adding a human face to the service and informing about 
the economic opportunities as with Village Vans. Communicate the safety 
features available to alleviate concerns regarding safety. 

 
See – Suggested an outreach to the Olympia neighborhood associations 

  
D. STRATEGIC PLAN – (Ann Freeman-Manzanares) Freeman-Manzanares stated at the 

June CAC meeting we presented our long-term financial projections and the 
variables that affect it. The information included our level of service, purchasing 
new vehicles, sales tax revenue, etc. The Strategic Plan is our primary policy 
document and drives our budget. One of the big issues the Authority will be facing 
is moving forward with the final design on the Pattison Street facility. The final 
design was in the budget for a number of years, but with the passage of MAP-21 and 
elimination of funding it was removed. The federal government is coming up with 
some money to fund some of those projects but it is incredibly limited. The 
Authority has indicated if there is an opportunity to go for funding that will allow 
the rehabilitation and expansion of this facility they want us to do that. If we do not 
have final design for the project and are not construction ready, they are going to 
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pass us by. There are a lot of projects nationwide that have completed final design 
and are ready to go.  
 
Freeman-Manzanares indicated as part of the Sustainable Thurston we know that 
we can’t do what we need to do unless we have good transit services. We can’t 
provide more service than we have now from this site. We are not permitted to use 
the property we acquired in 2005, but the City of Olympia allowed us to gravel over 
some of the area for limited use. We are looking at the potential of going out for a 
sales tax election and it is a difficult decision for the Authority to make. The other 
issue is replacement buses. Under our long term financials in 2019 we are below our 
reserve and in 2020 we are in the red. Before we get to that point we are looking at 
the possibility of having to reduce service to meet the budget.  
 
Freeman-Manzanares provided we are dedicating funds in 2014/15 to replace our 
UST’s. It costs a lot more to move forward piece-mealing the projects, but if we can’t 
pursue them as whole then we need to do them individually. The numbers we were 
looking at are a $9M local investment, with 3.5M to pursue final design. That is with 
80% federal funding. Bottom line is do we put $3.5M in the 2015 budget to pursue 
final design to fulfill the needs of the community in the future, or do we wait and 
see what happens. 
 
Freeman-Manzanares answered questions: 

 
Elliott – Indicated it seems logical to finish the design and have it ready. If we get 
the funding it’s ready to go, but we can’t compete if we don’t have the design.  
 
VanderDoes – Asked if Intercity Transit pays fuel tax. 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated transit agencies receive a break on fuel tax 
compared to what is spent on the open market. 

 
VanderDoes – Suggested if the agency didn’t pay the tax the fuel it would be a lot 
cheaper. 

 
Pierce – Provided if we are plan ready it gives some permanency versus the idea 
that we’re close. If you aren’t then you may not be considered. 
 
See – Asked what the shelf-life on plan approval. 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated usually 2 years. 

 
See – Asked if it costs less to update the plans. 
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Freeman-Manzanares – Stated the dilemma is we are talking about the 
economy being poor and not knowing when it’s going to recover, and not 
knowing what the federal government will do. At that point we’re talking 
about cutting service of about $5M. 

 
See – Indicated it isn’t really an option not to do something with this facility. The 
operations center must be in operational shape. It is essential for the long-term 
viability of the system, and it is essential to have it ready, even if it means 
tightening of the belt elsewhere. 

 
Van Gelder – Asked if it is a question of spending $3.5M in the next budget, or is 
it money that would go to bus purchases. 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated maybe not in the same budget year, but in 
the Strategic Plan timeframe. 

 
Van Gelder –Indicated they used to estimate that there was a percentage of spin-
offs from construction projects in the public within a community which can be 
helpful as a sales point. I tend to agree it is better to have a design that is ready to 
go. 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated when you submit the documentation you 
have to have some statistical analysis and we would need to go through the 
final design process to do that specifically. That push and pull is when we 
start talking about eliminating service. 

 
See – Stated looking at the mission helps bring me back to it because we can’t 
have an accessible and sustainable system without having this facility at its best.  

 
Bradley left. 

 
When this facility is fixed we could look at restoring those cuts. How can we talk 
about the cuts being for a reason and being sustainable for the long term viability 
of the system? 

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Asked if the committee thinks the public would be 
supportive. 

 
See –Indicated if service is cut after the sales tax increase it won’t look good. 
Being up front, honest, and transparent is important. 

 
VanderDoes – Stated there is no question you will have better operational 
efficiency if you upgrade this facility. If you upgrade the OTC – people think 
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newer is better. For instance– a hospital can expect a 25% increase.  I would think 
there has to be some increase attributable to a new facility. 

 
Van Gelder – Asked what’s the value that the community can see? The operations 
are more efficient, you’re meeting stewardships; designing well within the 
community. The attitude of the public in raising taxes and seeing buildings go 
up, and cutting service is difficult and crafting the message is important. 

 
CONSUMER ISSUES 
 
• Elliott – Wanted to thank Intercity Transit for the opportunity to attend the 

conference and also for Transit Appreciation Day. Elliott suggested adding name 
plates so riders will know the driver’s names. She also indicated bus 415 on 
Saturday didn’t have stop announcements; or electronic signage. 
 

• See – Relayed a complaint from a co-worker who rides Mason Transit and connects 
with Intercity Transit. The co-worker had an issue with the security guard at the 
Olympia Transit Center because he was feeding the birds. The security guard 
accused him of littering and he thought the security guard’s attention could be 
better spent on other matters specifically the others loitering and smoking.  

 
Freeman-Manzanares – Indicated one of the frustrations is people know exactly 
where they can smoke and they continually push the limits of that. I know from 
a facility perspective the birds, particularly seagulls, are an issue and we try not 
to attract birds to the site. 

 
REPORTS 
 
• Hustoft – Reported on the August 6, 2014, ITA Regular Meeting – The group 

received a presentation on the TDP. The federal advocate provided an update on the 
federal activity; and how APTA and many systems are upset with MAP-21. The 
general manager was authorized to enter into a contract with Harlow Construction 
Company in the amount of $150k, but wasn’t clear what that was for. 
 

• Freeman-Manzanares – Provided the General Manager’s Report and advised that 
9/17/14 is the joint meeting that the authority likes to have with the CAC. There 
will be a large conversation about vehicle options and the Strategic Plan. We might 
be able to present some information about service planning.  

 
CAC members and staff had a great time at the WSDOT conference, honoring the 
Wall of Fame honorees. The big news is our maintenance team came in first place. 
Dan Savage took third place in Dial-A-Lift at the roadeo. A few operators took 
vacation so they could come and judge. They were sharing they are better drivers 
because they were able to compete. MJ competed in the 40 foot category; and Yogi 
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(Jim Fox) competed at the 35 foot category. Several staff members presented at the 
conference including Erin Pratt, Erin Scheel, Jessica Brandt and Emily Bergkamp. 
 
In general news we are at 218 vanpools; our ridership is recovering this summer, 
and we are at 360,784. 
 
KIRO News contacted Intercity Transit for a possible story on how our cameras 
were helping to solve crime. The story stemmed from a blind woman who had her 
purse stolen. The Lacey Police department was able to track the down the 
perpetrator using the video from the Lacey Transit Center facility cameras.  

 
NEXT MEETING: Joint ITA/CAC Meeting, Wednesday, September 17, 2014.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
It was M/S/A by VANDERDOES and SEE  to adjourn the meeting at 7:55 p.m. 
 
Prepared by Nancy Trail, Recording Secretary/ 
Executive Assistant, Intercity Transit 
 
G:\CAC\Minutes\2014\20140825Minutes.docx 



 

Minutes 
INTERCITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY 
CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Joint Meeting 
September 17, 2014 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Chair Messmer called the September 17, 2014, joint meeting of the Intercity Transit 
Authority and Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) to order at 5:32p.m., at the 
administrative offices of Intercity Transit. 
 
Members Present:  Chair and Citizen Representative Karen Messmer; Vice Chair and 
City of Olympia Councilmember Nathaniel Jones; Thurston County Commissioner 
Karen Valenzuela; City of Lacey Councilmember Jeff Gadman; Citizen Representative 
Don Melnick; Citizen Representative Ryan Warner; and Labor Representative Ed 
Bricker. 
 
Members Excused:  City of Tumwater Councilmember Debbie Sullivan; and City of 
Yelm Councilmember Joe Baker. 
 
CAC Members Present:  Leah Bradley; Mitchell Chong; Valerie Elliott; Faith 
Hagenhofer; Sue Pierce; Kahlil Sibree; Carl See; Victor VanderDoes; Michael Van 
Gelder. 
 
CAC Members Excused:  Joan O’Connell; Julie Hustoft; Quinn Johnson; Charles 
Richardson; and Dale Vincent. 
 
Staff Present:  Ann Freeman-Manzanares; Emily Bergkamp; Dennis Bloom; Jessica 
Brandt; Ann Bridges; Ben Foreman; Marilyn Hemmann; Bob Holman; Paul Koleber; Jim 
Merrill; Pat Messmer; Carolyn Newsome; Steve Swan; and Nancy Trail. 
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
Citizen Advisory Committee member Faith Hagenhofer made a motion to move 
agenda item #7 (2015-2020 Strategic Plan) before item #6 (Bus Replacement Options). 
 
Chair Messmer asked to incorporate a brief General Manager’s Report at the end of 
the meeting. 
 
It was M/S/A by Councilmember Gadman and Citizen Representative Warner to 
approve the agenda as amended. 
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INTRODUCTIONS 
 
Everyone in attendance provided self-introductions. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
David Cundiff, 3717 Goldcrest Heights NW, Olympia.  Mr. Cundiff is disappointed 
with the elimination of the 4:12 a.m. run, the Route 592 Express Bus.  He has been riding 
since mid-August and learned soon thereafter that the route was being canceled and 
replaced with a later run.  He indicated that run had the least amount of riders in the 
beginning, however, now has approximately 10 to 11 riders and growing.  These riders 
indicated the 4:42 a.m. run will not meet their needs and allow them to arrive on time to 
their destination.  Mr. Cundiff has had several conversations with staff on how to make 
this work.  He noted staff has been very courteous.  He appreciates staff’s suggestion to 
try and get the riders into a vanpool, however, he feels there is little prospect that 
option will work.  He noted ridership increased in the summer and he feels ridership 
will continue to increase as people learn about this run.  Mr. Cundiff asked the 
Authority to work with staff to create a solution to this problem.  
 
Larry Leveen, 124 State Avenue NE, Olympia.  Mr. Leveen concurred with Mr. 
Cundiff’s comments.  Mr. Leveen is here today to provide comment about the City’s 
comprehensive plan regarding the redevelopment of the Olympia Transit Center (OTC).  
He distributed a diagram of the Olympia Transit Center.  Mr. Leveen stated that 
Intercity Transit is not following the City of Olympia comprehensive plan regarding the 
development at the OTC and Intercity Transit is inconsistent with our own mission 
statement.  Mr. Leveen was informed the bike lockers at the OTC will be removed as 
part of the redevelopment and that unsightly mechanical equipment was going to be 
placed on State Street.  Neither one of these things is acceptable.  He said the public 
relies on the bike lockers and asks Intercity Transit to retain them.  He encourages the 
Authority to give consideration to this, retain the bike lockers on-site and hide 
unsightly mechanical equipment instead of positioning it “at the front” of the OTC.     
 
Chair Messmer asked staff to provide an update about both of these public comments at 
the next Authority meeting. 
 
Vice Chair/Councilmember Nathaniel Jones asked staff for clarification about the bike 
lockers.  Freeman-Manzanares replied that an objective of the project is to provide 
amenities for more cyclists.  The plan is to remove the old lockers in favor of something 
that can serve more people.  In the past, FTA has warned against the use of bike lockers 
like ours because of the potential for hiding/terrorism.  We are looking for something 
that is more transparent than what we currently have. 
 
APPROVAL OF DAL’S UPDATED NO-SHOW POLICY DL-6251 
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Emily Bergkamp seeks Authority approval of the Dial-A-Lift revised DL-6251 No-Show 
Policy.  She provided a brief background about the reason for the revised policy along 
with information the Authority and CAC requested regarding a comparison between 
the revised policy and the current policy.  Bergkamp provided a 6-month no-show 
policy comparison and how it was determined it would be less restrictive for clients.   
 
Councilmember Gadman asked how many suspensions will be prevented over the 
course of a year.  Bergkamp responded that is difficult to predict because many 
suspensions were avoided by working with the client.  She would guess on a month-to-
month basis perhaps two per month.  Gadman acknowledged how difficult it is to 
qualify for Dial-A-Lift (DAL) service, and a suspension could be stressful to the client. 
 
Valerie Elliott asked if the revised policy could impact other DAL riders who do not 
have a no-show issue, since this new policy is less restrictive.  Bergkamp said based on 
how staff is administering the current policy the impact would not be any different.  
Elliott suggested staff provide a re-evaluation to the Authority and CAC next year. 
 
Melnick asked if staff asks DAL clients if there is anything they feel they could do 
differently.  Bergkamp shared that DAL riders have questions about the 15 minute 
window.  The drivers and dispatchers provide clients with a detailed explanation of the 
15 minute window.  Some clients have cognitive and memory issues so staff utilize 
additional ideas to help, such as night-before call outs; and placing notices in the 
vehicles.  
 
Mitchell Chong said many cognitive people live in group homes or other facilities and 
they are under the direction of caregivers.  He asked if staff could also educate the 
caregivers or facility management about the policy.  Bergkamp said that is a great idea 
and could be built into the plan.   
 
It was M/S/A by Councilmember Gadman and Citizen Representative Melnick  to 
approve the updated DAL No-Show Policy DL-6251 as presented at the August 20, 
2014, Authority meeting. 
 
CAC SELF-ASSESSMENT 
 
Citizen Advisory Committee Chair, Michael Van Gelder, reviewed the results of the 
CAC’s 2014 self-assessment.  Van Gelder went through each question and provided a 
brief result. 
 
Question #1:  We remain faithful to our purpose. 
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Result:  Not that much change from 2013.  The CAC felt the question posed by the Authority 
about Intercity Transit’s role in the region was stimulating and brought forth participation in 
the discussion and a widening perspective. 
 
Question #2:  The CAC represents the community. 
Result:  The CAC feels strongly they do represent the community.  There is a question that 
needs to continue as individual members as well as a group about “why are we doing this.”  The 
CAC needs to reflect why as a committee as a whole, and also as individual members.  And it’s 
not just the connection to the community, but that they connect with one another as a 
committee. 
 
Question #3:  Intercity Transit and the community benefited from our input. 
Result:  The CAC’s perception reflects there is a lower sense of confidence that what the CAC 
says really provides benefit, or perhaps they don’t hear enough feedback that their comments have 
actually connected or brought forth specific element of discussion.  It’s the connection they need 
to continue to have with the Authority and how they see their input impacts the Authority or 
staff.  The CAC needs to be able to measure that impact.  Perhaps they need a formal way to log 
the question or comment and check the status of the result. 
 
Question #4:  We add value to the Transit Authority’s decisions 
Result:  Comments reflect there is unanimous appreciation to the Authority for asking the CAC 
big questions and the committee wants to take on more big questions.   
 
Question #5:  Our meetings are run well. 
Result:  Agreement is down from last year.  Van Gelder indicated as the Chair, perhaps he needs 
to improve performance on this level.  To some extent it could be format, or the CAC needs more 
time for discussion.  The Chair and Vice Chair need to be aware of time management and be 
more assertive. 
 
Question #6:  I feel satisfied with my participation level within the CAC. 
Result:  Agreement is down from last year.  It’s critical to get more participation from the 
individual members and particularly from the youth members.  As the Chair, Van Gelder 
indicated he needs to effectively bring out more participation. 
 
Question #7:  I am prepared for the meetings. 
Result:  Response is similar to last year.  It’s the members’ responsibility to read material and be 
prepared.  
 
Question #8:  I feel comfortable contributing at the meetings. 
Result:  The response was better than last year; however, members need to push for better 
participation.  
 
CAC Vice Chair Carl See provided a summary recap from a CAC subcommittee 
evaluation:   
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 He noted there is interest by the CAC to do more and be given questions by the 
Authority in which they can provide feedback, and help expand the idea base 
and provide brainstorming opportunities.   

 There’s a sense among the CAC that they can build a better balance between 
discussion time and presentation time during meetings as a way to free up 
opportunity for discussion.  Perhaps look at other formats and other methods to 
facilitate discussion such as using whiteboards. 

 The CAC feels there is more they can do to contribute feedback to the Authority. 

 Recruit younger members – not just to fill the youth positions – but to ensure 
there is a diversity of ages to bring a wide range of experience.   

 Finally, the question on how does the CAC get more participation from youth 
members.  Perhaps pairing new members with current members to promote a 
comfort level. 

 
Citizen Representative Warner asked the CAC what they need from the Authority to 
operate better in the coming year.  Sue Pierce responded that the big question presented 
to them by the Authority was vague.  The CAC would like the Authority to be specific 
and provide details of exactly what they are looking for from the CAC. 
 
Faith Hagenhofer asked the Authority how they use the feedback from the CAC.  
Warner said it helps him to hear from the CAC how Intercity Transit affects each of the 
CAC members.  Part of the greatness of the CAC is their different perspectives, and it 
helps with any discussion the Authority has about policy issues, etc. 
 
Chair Messmer said when she reads the CAC’s minutes she is thinking through their 
discussion and it’s helpful to have that background.  In terms of how the CAC knows 
what happens with the advice they provide, both sides need to think about ways to 
bring that about.  One way is to make sure the CAC receives the Authority meeting 
highlights.  The CAC could also review the Authority minutes.   Authority members 
attend the CAC meetings, and this is an opportunity for the CAC to ask questions. 
 
Melnick encourages CAC members who attend the ITA meetings to report in greater 
depth to the Authority what CAC discussions were about, and report back to the CAC 
what discussions took place at the Authority meetings they participated in.  Meeting 
minutes are by nature pretty cryptic and CAC members could report in greater depth in 
both directions.  
 
Gadman said he pays attention to and takes seriously what the CAC reports back to the 
Authority, and he uses that input when making a decision on Authority issues. 
 
Van Gelder indicated the CAC receives the highlights in their meeting packets, and 
Authority minutes are available online.  He said at times it’s hard to see the CAC 
comments in the discussion reflected in the minutes.  During the coming months, the 
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Authority will be dealing with the Strategic Plan, the short-range and long-term 
planning, and potentially the sales tax election, and perhaps the CAC needs to think 
about all the issues is coming up and organize themselves to deal with those big issues.  
Possibly develop a work program so they know what will be discussed ahead of time. 
 
Chair Messmer suggested a conversation between staff, the CAC and Authority 
Chairs/Vice Chairs to review an advance agenda schedule which staff makes available.  
Create a more planned approach and look ahead at future meetings to determine topics 
that need to be addressed. 
 
2015 – 2020 STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Freeman-Manzanares reviewed the 2015-2020 strategic plan/financial forecast base 
model assumptions.  She explained it’s the primary policy document from which the 
budget is developed.  Following are some issues that need to be addressed: 
 
1. Are there capital purchases or other projects that are needed to allow future 

growth? 
 
The outstanding question for a number of years is whether or not to dedicate 
funding to the final design for the Pattison facility rehabilitation and expansion 
project.  Last year the Authority provided direction to pursue opportunities to 
complete final design and construction if they became available.  Staff found over 
the course of last year that without having final design completed, we are not 
competitive for federal funds.  The funding is likely to go to shovel-ready projects. 
 
The CAC recently discussed and agreed that we should pursue final design.   
Staff looked at the work needed to be completed in 2015 and it’s not reasonable from 
a staffing perspective to dedicate the proper amount of time to pursue a project like 
this.   Staff is recommending to not proceed with final design of the Pattison facility 
in 2015 and revisit later to determine whether to place it in the 2016 budget.   
 
Other projects slated for 2015 include the Olympia Transit Center expansion project; 
the underground storage tanks; conduct research on a number of issues- fare box; 
phone system; fleet management/financial systems/HR functions software. 
 
Gadman asked if we delay this to 2016, what does that do in terms of how the FTA 
looks at us for funding.  Freeman-Manzanares replied the FTA most likely won’t 
consider us for funding opportunities until we have final design and all evaluation 
criteria is met.   
 
Councilmember Jones asked if the Authority were to direct staff to proceed with 
final design, what impact would that have on the agency.  Freeman-Manzanares 
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said staff would find a way to proceed with the project, however, it would require 
outside assistance to manage the process.  The number of projects on the table (i.e. 
Olympia Transit Center expansion project, the underground storage tanks; 
enhancing our continuity of operations plan, etc.) would still need to involve a wide 
range of staff whose attention will be focused on other projects.  Bringing in 
consultants would require relying on the same number of staff members in order to 
provide the knowledge and expertise to feed into that process. 
 
Van Gelder said it takes a lot for staff to make a recommendation to not move 
forward, and he feels we need to listen to staff.   
 
See asked if there are other project pieces that could be broken out separately such 
as the storage tanks.  Freeman-Manzanares said the beauty of having a master plan 
identifies pieces that can be done independently.  In terms of the overall project, 
much of the work involves frontage and underground improvements.  These are 
necessary but do not respond to our operational space needs.   We are pursuing 
pieces of the project, like the underground storage tanks, and will continue to 
identify other aspects in need of rehabilitation.  The concern, and why staff is 
interested in pursuing the first phase overall is when you start piece-mealing 
projects, it can become more expensive.  With our significant capital challenges, and 
the elimination of federal dollars to help address them, this is unfortunately our 
reality.   
 

2. How does the Village Vans/Community Van/Surplus Van programs and 
discounted bus pass program fit into Intercity Transit’s future?  Are there other 
programs of this type that should be considered?   
 
Freeman-Manzanares said last year the Authority and CAC were in agreement that 
these programs are well received and utilized and she is checking in to see if that is 
still true today, and identify some changes, in particular for the Village Van 
program.  The agency received JARC federal funding for the program for 
approximately $250,000 per biennium; however, funding was eliminated through 
the MAP-21 process.  The direct cost to administer this program is estimated at 
$250,000 in 2015.  The FTA released a notice of funding availability for innovative 
public transportation and workforce development programs, and they pulled back 
the notice.  We are waiting for the rerelease but it appeared that Village Vans would 
be eligible.  The question is are you willing to expend local dollars to keep Village 
Vans going?  
 
Commissioner Valenzuela said this is an important program, and she is willing to 
expend a bit of agency money to bridge the gap between grants.  She agrees it’s a 
likely magnet for grant money, but she doesn’t want to go too far down the road 
supporting this completely with local dollars.  It’s an important link to other related 
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workforce programs that has a lot to do with people rejoining the workforce.  Her 
opinion is for the agency to keep pursuing grant funds and bring discussion back to 
the table if options run out.   
 
Gadman asked if the program is scalable.   
 
Van Gelder asked if there are any state DOT funds available.  Freeman-Manzanares 
replied, currently, no.   
 
Chair Messmer agrees this is grant fundable and it’s a question to ask the 
Development Council about what kind of grant opportunities they might see since 
it’s workforce related.  Perhaps there is a different way to define what this program 
is in addition to transportation that could fit into other grant programs.  Reach out to 
find out how else to fund this program. 
 
Warner encourages staff to look outside of DOT related transit funding.  Look for 
match partners and other areas to deal with employment issues.   
 
Van Gelder said perhaps look into private non-profit funding.  Freeman-
Manzanares said staff can conduct more research. 
 
Jones agrees this is a highly valuable and valued program and he encourages staff to 
look “under every rock,” and agrees with Gadman’s question about scalability, in 
the event we lose funding. 
 

3. What role should Intercity Transit play in local transportation projects like 
Commute Trip Reduction (CTR), Youth Education Programs and the Bicycle 
Commuter contest? 
 
Van Gelder asked if perhaps Intercity Transit should resume its role as the overall 
CTR coordinating agency for the Thurston County.  Freeman-Manzanares said 
Thurston Regional Planning Council is currently in that role and added that TRPC is 
a great partner.  Hagenhofer stated that the role is more appropriately placed with 
TRPC since they focus on the entire county.  
 
Warner said the youth education program and bicycle commuter contest provide a 
lot of credibility within the community.  It shows a different side of transit – that 
we’re not just buses.  These are important programs to continue.  
 

4. Should Intercity Transit pursue additional park-and-ride facilities?  Authority 
direction last year was not to pursue construction of additional park-and-ride 
facilities but pursue collaboration with others.  That is staff’s recommendation for 
2015. 
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Chair Messmer asked if there are problems anywhere in terms of parking near a 
place where people are getting on the bus, or somewhere we don’t have a facility.  Is 
there a problem that needs to be solved?   
 
Faith Hagenhofer said additional park-and-ride locations are needed in Tumwater 
and Yelm.  Freeman-Manzanares said there is a park-and-ride facility in Tumwater 
that we “borrow” from state and it is not at capacity.   We use the Walmart parking 
lot in Yelm and according to Councilmember Joe Baker, that site is doing well but 
there are plenty more spaces to utilize. 
 
Kahlil Sibree asked if the Authority was paying attention to growth patterns and 
where future need will be.  He wanted to know if we, as a transportation authority, 
were planning for future needs of commuters and where growth is occurring. 
 
Gadman responded that as he travels around the county, he doesn’t currently see a 
park and ride problem that needs to be addressed.  However, over the next 20 years 
there will be a fairly significant population growth and we need to be ready to 
address that.  As an Authority member and a representative for the City of Lacey, 
we need to keep our eyes open and if an opportunity presents itself we need to be 
ready to act on it.   
 
Warner is concerned about funding park-and-rides.  They’ve been funded by 
regional mobility grants, and he doesn’t think we should bank on money from that 
fund.   
 
Freeman-Manzanares said the priority from the Authority at least three years ago 
was to look at regional mobility grants for express service, and our two new express 
services are funded through those grants.  We are very interested in partnering with 
others and have partnered with the state.  
 
Mitchell Chong asked if there is a way to lease or buy empty land for a park-and-
ride where the credit union was located at the Lacey Transit Center, or at the 
Olympia Transit Center.  Freeman-Manzanares said staff has been involved in a 
number of conversations about potential opportunities around town.   She also 
noted there is a park-and-ride at the Amtrak Depot. 
 
Freeman-Manzanares said this question isn’t to suggest that we wouldn’t look for 
opportunities or never look at the possibility of developing more park-and-ride 
facilities, and we can certainly look at other locations.  However, it’s not our priority 
in terms of spending funds now. 
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5. Should transit signal priority and cue bypass bus lanes be considered?   The 

Authority gave direction for 2014 to implement the pilot signal preemption program 
and there is CMAQ grant funding for that project. 
 
Chair Messmer said Intercity Transit should not be shy about stepping into 
conversations with the jurisdictions as early as possible if it means we’re going to 
have a rough time keeping on schedule at the larger intersections.  It’s about 
increasing the efficiency of moving people through an intersection. 
 
Jones said he agrees Intercity Transit needs to participate when it comes to major 
transportation projects.  But that doesn’t mean immediate implementation, which 
means looking at both operational and capital responsibilities to the community.  
However, we can’t miss an opportunity when it comes along.  
 

 Hagenhofer, Kahlil and See left the meeting. 
 
BUS REPLACEMENT OPTIONS 
 
Freeman-Manzanares introduced Maintenance Manager, Paul Koleber.  Koleber gave a 
presentation on a variety of coach replacement options.  The purpose of this discussion 
is to help the Authority determine future direction regarding purchases and some 
potential options dependent upon performance of current fleet and the availability of 
future grant funding. 
 
2018 Capital Budget Assumptions: 

 Planned to receive eight  hybrid coaches 

 Cost per vehicle $699,628 (cost as of 2014) 

 FTA standard for bus replacement is 12 years.  Intercity Transit focuses on a 15-
year replacement cycle. 

 
Potential Options 

 Conventional diesel (ultra low sulfur) 

 Rebuild coaches 

 Extend replacement timeframe from 15 years to 17 years is possible.   
 
Estimated Cost of Ownership 

Hybrid   Conventional 
Initial Purchase Price:  $700,000       $500,000 
Mid-Life Rehab:   $300,000       $  40,000 
Lifetime Fuel Costs:   $385,118       $499,567 
Total:     $1,385,118   $1,039,567 
 
Emissions Data 
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 Both hybrid and conventional vehicle diesel engines must comply with identical 
emission standards 

 Hybrids get 23% better fuel economy and produce 24% few emissions 
 
2015-2028 Financials 

 Stay with the Hybrid and if nothing changes, and in 2020 we’re in the red 
$7,518,710 

 Stay with conventional, and in 2020 we’re in the red $2,514,839  
 

Rebuilding Coach Assumptions 

 Koleber shared his experience in refurbishing buses when he worked for Ben 
Franklin Transit.  They stripped the buses down to metal tubes, frame and 
suspension.  They rebuilt comfortable, quiet, freshly painted 25-year old buses.  
However, they had the necessary space, and could dedicate staff working for 
several months per vehicle – it was very expensive.  Koleber said Intercity 
Transit doesn’t have the space or the manpower to rebuild buses and can’t spare 
the equipment or have buses out of service for months at a time.  Therefore: 

 Work would need to be performed by a contractor 

 All components could be replaced except body, frame, and major suspension  

 Cost is roughly half the price of new vehicles 

 Rebuilt coaches last half as long as new vehicles 
 
Rebuilding Issues 

 Body, frame and suspension fatigue (impact on safety and reliability) 

 Effect on spare ratio (taking buses out of service compromises ability to meet 
daily service commitments) 

 
2015-2028 Financials – Rebuilt Vehicles 

 Hybrid after 15 years we would be in the red in 2022 at $410,652 

 Conventional after 15 years we would be in the red in 2023 at $6,166,445 
 

Extending Replacement Timeframe by 2 Years Assumptions 

 FTA requirement is 12 years 

 Intercity Transit currently retains coaches for 15 years 

 Proposed extending life cycle to 17 years based upon vehicle condition and 
funding opportunities 

 
Extending Replacement Timeframe Issues 

 Mechanical condition of coaches 

 Anticipated major component replacements 

 Old technology 
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Extending Replacement Timeframe Attributes 

 Intercity Transit coaches are in excellent condition 

 Have stainless steel framework and body members 

 Composite flooring 

 Aluminum body structure 
 
2015-2028 Financials 

 Hybrid extended life cycle to 17 years we’re in the red in 2022 at $13,804,422 

 Conventional extended life cycle to 17 years we’re in the red in 2022 at $9,367,213 
 
Koleber answered questions. 
 
Freeman-Manzanares closed the presentation with clarification that there is a new state 
law that requires the state and local jurisdictions to move towards 100% alternatively 
fueled vehicles.  There is terminology that refers to “as far as practicable.”  There is a 
question of financial sustainability to provide service to our community.  She also 
pointed out our long-term financial projections show we are in the red in 2020.  The 
possibility of moving to a 17-year replacement cycle pushes it out to 2022.   
 
Elliott left the meeting 
 
GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT 
 

 Staff is working to promote the CAC recruitment.   Staff is arranging a photo 
shoot with CAC members for a bus advertisement. 

 We positioned a bus and an operator at the Tumwater community event taking 
place today, to promote the express service coming out of Tumwater.  The City 
of Tumwater also allowed us to use their utility billing to advertise the express 
service. 

 Sales tax is at 2.71. 
 
AUTHORITY / CAC ISSUES 
 

 Chair Messmer announced the results of the annual exit audit meeting which she 
attended last week.  The lead auditor said Intercity Transit’s audit was “perfect.”  
She thanked staff for their hard work and due diligence. 

 

 Valenzuela spoke previously with David Cundiff, and he had high praise for 
staff who has been working with him.  She appreciates it when she hears how 
staff shows concern for others. 
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 Valenzuela said she’s had a conversation with several individuals concerning the 
union ads on our buses.  It’s of concern to our unionized drivers but they 
expressed appreciation to staff for having a discussion with them prior to them 
being placed on buses.   We’ve had this issue before and she requests the 
Authority revisit the conversation about the annual revenue generated from the 
ads on buses.  Freeman-Manzanares said she will send the Authority the internal 
communication that was sent to staff on August 22 on that topic, which may be 
helpful to the Authority when responding to constituents.  The OCPC had a 
discussion about transit advertising income and encouraged meeting with transit 
advertisers to talk about other ways to raise revenue.   

 

 Jones asked if staff will respond to Mr. Cundiff and Mr. Leveen, and follow up 
with the Authority about the next steps regarding the Route 592 issue and the 
bike lockers at the Olympia Transit Center.  Freeman-Manzanares said staff will 
follow up with both individuals, and the Authority. 

 
o Planning Manager, Dennis Bloom said the 4:12 a.m. run is ending on 

September 28, and that decision was made based on the low ridership.  It 
was scheduled to end in June, however, Sound Transit didn’t make their 
change and it got pushed to September.  He acknowledged ridership has 
increased since August but it remains our lowest ridership and far below 
our standards.  

 
Vanpool Manager, Carolyn Newsome said she will ride the 4:12 a.m. bus 
on Tuesday, September 23 to see if she can work with the riders to find 
vanpools.  Bloom said there are vanpools available and staff made the 
suggestion to several of the displaced riders, however, they prefer the bus.   

 
Regarding the issue of the bike lockers, Freeman-Manzanares said the 
expansion plans incorporate a lot of function in a really tiny space.  It’s a 
challenge to incorporate more inside and outside customer waiting areas,  
restrooms, regional carrier, emergency generator, trash, recycle, etc.  There 
is concern about space needs of old lockers and ability to serve more 
cyclists.  FTA expressed concern about places to hide bombs.  Staff 
recognizes there are a tremendous number of cyclists in town that would 
like to better utilize the OTC.  The development along State Street that Mr. 
Leveen referred to was not part of our original design concept.  The city 
directed staff to move garbage elsewhere and this is the only place on site 
that meets city needs.  There was a decision to move emergency generator 
out of the building, add lost and found storage and covered bike parking.  
This area hasn’t been designed yet.      
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 Gadman will not be attending the October 15, 2014, work session because he’ll be 
attending the APTA annual meeting in Houston. 

 

 Melnick is concerned about funding, and encourages more conversation about 
finding alternative funding resources. 

 

 Chong said the physically disabled population has been asking bus drivers about 
raising curbs, sidewalks or raising the street level on Martin Way (Route 62) 
going towards the Meadows and to the Walmart area because ramps are too 
steep. 

 

 Chong asked if it’s possible to advertise the date/time of the Authority public 
meetings (i.e. flyers) at the Transit Centers or place them in the slots where the 
schedules are located.  Perhaps more of the public will attend the meetings to 
make comment.   

 
Chair Messmer thanked everyone for attending, and for providing great discussion and 
comments. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
It was M/S/A by Citizen Representative Warner and Councilmember Gadman to 
adjourn the meeting at 8:34 p.m. 
 
 
INTERCITY TRANSIT AUTHORITY   ATTEST 
 
 
__________________________________   ________________ 
Karen Messmer, Chair     Pat Messmer 
        Clerk to the Authority 
 
Date Approved:  October 1, 2014 
 
Prepared by Pat Messmer, Recording Secretary/ 
Executive Assistant, Intercity Transit 
 











Name Of Recipient Contact Person & 
Phone Number

Passes at 
Discounted Rate

Passes at Full 
Rate

Pass Type 
Ordered

Bear-GRuB Blue Peetz $1,020.00 $2,040.00 Youth
Olympia High School 360/870-6580
1302 North Street SE
Olympia WA   98501

Bread & Roses Meta Hogan $1,296.00 $2,592.00 Adult
1320 8th Ave SE 360/259-9619
Olympia  WA  98501

Capital Recovery Center Joshua Black $2,592.00 $5,184.00 Adult
1000 Cherry Street SE 360-357-2582 Office
Olympia  WA  98501 360-628-7603 Cell

Community Youth Services Gretchen Grady $12,300.00 $24,600.00 Adult
711 State Ave NE 360/943-0780 X 120 Youth
Olympia  WA  98506

Drexel House Bary Hanson $7,560.00 $15,120.00 Adult
Catholic Community Services 360/ 753-3340 ext 1
604 Devoe Street SE
Olympia  WA  98501

Family Support Center of S Sound Schelli Slaughter $2,394.00 $4,788.00 Adult
P O Box 784 360/754-9297 ext 211 Youth
Olympia  WA  98507-0784

Gravity High School- ESD 113 Russ Surridge $4,320.00 $8,640.00 Adult
502 Pear Street 360/464-6851 Youth
Olympia  WA  98501

GRuB Wade Arnold $1,515.00 $3,030.00 Youth
2016 Elliott Ave NW 360/753-5522
Olympia  WA 98502

New Market Skill Center Gina Downs $7,395.00 $14,790.00 Adult
7299 New Market Street 360/570-4501 Youth
Tumwater  WA  98501

Office of Assigned Counsel Daryl Rodrigues $3,060.00 $6,120.00 Adult
926 24th Way SW 360/754-4897 Youth
Olympia  WA  98502

Out of the Woods Brian Walsh $918.00 $1,836.00 Adult



2300 East End Street NW 360/402-2008 Youth
Olympia  WA  98502

Pacific Mountain Workforce Pam Grindstaff $2,358.00 $4,716.00 Adult
1570 Irving Street SW 360/570-4249
Tumwater  WA  98512

The Salvation Army William Lay III $4,320.00 $5,184.00 Adult
P O Box 173 360/352-8596 ext 105
Olympia  WA  98507

Thurston County Superior Court Haley Lowe $1,080.00 $2,160.00 Youth
Juvenile Drug Court 360/709-3205
2801 32nd Ave SW
Tumwater  WA  98512

Thurston Cty Public Health & Social Linda Loyle $2,160.00 $4,360.00 Adult
Services Veteran's Assistance Fund 360/867-2565
412 Lilly Road NE
Olympia  WA  98506-5132

Union Gospel Mission of Olympia Jerry L Gatton Jr $2,952.00 $5,904.00 Adult
P O BOX 7668 360/709-9725 X103 Youth
Olympia  WA  98507-7668

WA ST DSHS Olympia Community 
Service Office Carol MacCraken $10,620.00 $21,240.00 Adult
6860 Capital Blvd 360/725-6622 Youth
Tumwater  WA  98512 Milton Caron

360/725-6530
Totals

$67,860.00 $132,304.00

Beginning Balance of Grant Fund: $200,000.00

Total Amount of Grants Awarded: ($132,304.00)

Funds still Available to Award: $67,696.00

Path in Share drive:  I: Departments, Finance, Bus Pass Grant Program 
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Authority Meeting Highlights 
a brief recap of the Authority Meeting of September 3, 2014 

 
Action Items 
 

Wednesday night, the Authority: 
 

 Declared property listed on Exhibit “A” as surplus.  (Marilyn Hemmann) 
 

 Authorized the General Manager to execute a one-year contract extension with 
Tumwater Printing in the not-to-exceed amount of $24,405, including taxes, for the 
provision of Transit pass printing and delivery. (LeAnna Sandy) 

 

 Adopted the “2013 Annual Report” and approved the “2014-2019 Transit 
Development Plan” as presented for the public hearing held August 20, 2014.  
(Dennis Bloom) 

 

 Authorized the General Manager to sign a reimbursement agreement with TESC for 
providing Late Night Service during the 2014-2015 academic year (fall, winter, and 
spring quarters) at a cost of $44,915. (Dennis Bloom) 

 

 Authorized the General Manager to enter into a one-year renewal of the 
maintenance agreement for the agency radio system with ACS/Xerox in the amount 
of $194,568, including taxes. (Marilyn Hemmann) 

 

 Three Authority members volunteered to serve on an interview panel for the Citizen 
Advisory Committee candidates:  Councilmember Debbie Sullivan; Citizen 
Representatives Don Melnick and Ryan Warner.  Interviews are scheduled for the 
week of November 17, 2014.  (Ann Freeman-Manzanares) 

 
Other Items of Interest 

 

 Welcomed Utchay Okori, Network System Analyst, and Dave Kolar, Commuter 
Services Assistant. 
 

 October 8 is International Walk to School Day.  Staff is working with schools in 
Olympia and Tumwater, and Thurston County Public Health is working with the 
North Thurston school district.  To advertise the event, we are dedicating 10 bus 
boards.  There will be high school cheerleaders and mascots escorting the 
elementary students, and the police department will be on hand. 
 

 Staff is working with TRPC to host a special Employee Transportation Coordinator 

(ETC) networking session on Wednesday, September 10 at the Olympia Center.  We 
encourage ETC’s to ride the bus to the session and share their experiences with their 
employees. 

 

 Currently, there are 214 active vanpool groups.    
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 Staff completed three defensive driving courses at Jubilee and their pilot 

community van program is up and running. 
 

 Intercity Transit is trying a new pilot program in Youth Education, testing new 
curriculum for the safe biking and bike repair program.  Staff recruited and recently 
celebrated the graduation of three high school and one middle school student 
volunteers.  These volunteers will teach after-school sessions in the bike safety 
program at Washington and Tumwater Middle Schools. 

 

 Staff worked with the Tumwater School District to gain a grant funding for a pilot 
program known as Bikes in PE.  The program will teach safe cycling for 6th graders 
within four schools.     

 

 Intercity Transit has approximately 150 bicycles for the Bike Partners Program, 
donated by individuals and the Tumwater Police Department. 

 
 
 
Pat Messmer 
Prepared:  September 4, 2014 
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Authority Meeting Highlights 
a brief recap of the Authority Meeting of October 1, 2014 

 
Action Items 
 

Wednesday night, the Authority: 
 

 Authorized the General Manager to enter into a one-year contract extension with 
Consolidated Press in the not-to-exceed amount of $35,000, including taxes for the 
printing and delivery of transit guides. (LeAnna Sandy) 

 

 Scheduled a public hearing for Wednesday, November 5, 2014, 5:30 p.m., to receive 
and consider comments on the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan and the 2015 Budget (Ben 
Foreman/Ann Freeman-Manzanares) 

 

 Authorized the General Manager to enter into a five-year contract with Blumenthal 
Uniform Company for the provision of uniform items for Operations staff, in the 
not-to-exceed amount of $120,000, including taxes, for the initial two-year term with 
three optional one-year extensions.  (LeAnna Sandy) 

 

 Authorized the General Manager to enter into a contract with IBI Group, in the not-
to-exceed amount of $248,776 , including taxes, to assist in the planning and 
oversight of the implementation of the transit signal prioritization project (Jeff 
Peterson) 

 

 Reviewed policy position issues relating to the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan. 
 

 Agreed to continue support of the Village Vans Program with local funds for 2015 or 
a portion of 2015 while staff seeks grant funding. 
 

Other Items of Interest 
 

 Welcomed William Synder, Maintenance Supervisor. 
 

 Currently, there are 216 active vanpool groups. 
 

 October 8 is International Walk to School Day, with seven schools participating.  
Tumwater, Olympia and Lacey are proclaiming October as Walk to School Month.  
Articles were placed in Thurston Talks and the Olympian. 
 

 Staff is experimenting with transit advertising by conducting a 6-month test with 
ads known as “king kongs.”  King kongs are large ads that are placed on the sides of 
buses from the top to the bottom between the wheels. 
 

 A Vanpool Incentive Program started today for new vanpool riders as well as three 
recruiters. 
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 Today was the kick-off of the Jubilee Community Van.  They are calling it the 
AdVANtage program. 

 
 

 
 
Pat Messmer 
Prepared:  October 2, 2014 



9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CAC Members Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14 Jun-14 Jul-14 Aug-14 Sep-14

Leah Bradley

Mitch Chong Absent Absent Absent

Valerie Elliott

Faith Hagenhofer Absent Absent

Julie Hustoft Absent Absent

Quinn Johnson Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent

Joan O'Connell Absent Absent Absent

Sue Pierce Absent

Charles Richardson Absent Absent Absent Absent

Carl See

Kahlil Sibree Absent Absent Absent

Victor VanderDoes Absent Absent

Michael Van Gelder Absent

Dale Vincent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent

= Joint meeting does not count against required meeting attendance
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